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Black hole second law

Black holes are thermodynamic objects with SBH = A
4G~



Black hole second law

More local definition of black holes

Marginally trapped surface (θk = 0, θl < 0)
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Generalized entropy



Generalized entropy

Quantum apparent horizons satisfy Sgen law
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Ant conjecture: Energy-minimizing states
Aron Wall’s thought experiment [1701.03196]



Relative entropy in QFT

Srel(ρ|λ) = tr(ρ log ρ− ρ log σ)
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Ant conjecture: Energy-minimizing states

(There exists a state that satisfies it)



Ant conjecture: Energy-minimizing states
Let’s go to that state!
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Put them together: quantum coarse-graining

Sgen[X ] = Sgen[µ] =⇒ Scoarse = Sgen[µ]
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Thank you!


